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The skull consistsof a series of functional com-
ponents, each ofwhich supports or protects spe-
cific, and operationally related, soft tissues,
termed functional matrices. All skeletal struc-
tural attributes reflect the morphogenetically
and temporally prior demands oftheir matrices.
[The Science Citation Index5 (SC!5) and the So-
cia/Sciences Citation Index5 (SSCI5) indicate
that this paper has been cited inover 125 pub-
lications, making it one of the most cited
published in this journal.]
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Thirty years ago, the multidisciplinaryfield
ofcraniology was reinvigorated by two events.
The first was significant funding by several Na-
tional Institutes of Health. The second was
something often observed in science: the al-
most simultaneous development of a new se-
ries of concepts, related hypotheses, and ex-
perimental verifications, both independently
and internationally, by a number of workers.

Physical anthropology and craniology were
traditional interests of the Department of Anat-
omy at Columbia University, where I have
done all of my work including a doctoral thesis
in 1954. In the thesis, I proposed an epigenetic
theory of cranial growth regulation and denied
any primarily active role to the sutures, explic-
itly contradicting one of the classical cranio-

logical theories. My work was strongly influ-
enced by three colleagues. In 1947, Sherwood
Washburn, my predecessor at Columbia, had
introduced the experimental method to phys-
ical anthropology,1 and between 1948 and
1952, C.J. van der Klaauw of Leiden suggested
that there was no biological reality to. the
bones of classical osteology,2 an idea strongly
supported in 1955 by James Scott of Queens’
University, Belfast.3

During 1954-1960, the further implications
of mydeveloping concepts were explored in
a series of intensive experiments, work that
was materially assisted by the 1959 thesis of
Dick Young.4 I believe that our 1960 paper
received its frequent citations for several in-
terrelated reasons. First, it offered a new and
unitary explanation for several perennial cra-
niological problems previously felt to be un-
connected. Second, following my somewhat
later textbook publication of the functional
matrix hypothesis in a more fully developed
form,5 and its diffusion into, and acceptance
by, a number of academic and clinical disci-
plines, this prior periodical reference was
more readily available to more workers.

I find it ofgreat interest that our 1960 paper
is entirely conceptual in content, and in that
respect it differs from the content of most of
the Citation Classics I am aware of. It does not
report directly any of our experimental data,
nor does it have a quantitativecontent. Clear-
ly, the conceptsperse attracted the readers,
and I feel a particular sense of pride for that.
I felt then, and continue to believe, that in
some very fundamental sense the “time was
ripe” for our paper. It is pleasant to realize
that the functional matrix hypothesis has, in
one form or another, become a part of the
current craniological paradigm. I prefer to
believe that this is because the hypothesis has
proven its explanatory power; for me, it
continues to do so.6
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